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ASSET ALLOCATION 

OVERVIEW OF ASSET CLASSES  

Equities 

 Euro area § Positive 

 UK § Neutral 

 US § Positive 

 Emerging markets  § Positive 

 

Fixed income 

 Global corporate investment grade credit § Neutral 

 US high yield § Positive 

 Emerging markets § Positive 

 US government bonds § Negative 

 UK government bonds § Negative 

 EU government bonds § Negative 

 

Commodities 

 Gold § Neutral 

 Oil § Neutral 

 

Currencies 

 US dollar index § Neutral 

 EUR § Neutral 

 GBP § Neutral 
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MACROECONOMIC OUTLOOK 

UNITED STATES 

At a glance 

The US economy rebounded in Q2 with strong economic activity, underscoring the temporary nature of 
the first quarter slow down. The economy remains on track with expanding industrial production and 
positive signals in the service sector, supported by a buoyant labour market. Meanwhile, inflation remains 
short of the Federal Reserve’s target, calling into question a third interest rate hike later this year. 

Asset class Our view Comment 

Equities Positive 
The S&P remains at all-time highs and valuations appear rich. However, recent strong 

macroeconomic data and strong earnings support our positive view over the coming month.  

Fixed 

income 
Negative 

Whilst from a yield standpoint US treasuries remain relatively attractive we expect government bond 

yields to move higher from here. We have a preference for high yield, where corporate 

fundamentals should continue to offer support to credit metrics. 

Currencies Negative 

The US dollar has continued its decline amid renewed political noise in Washington and market 

concerns for a further Fed rate hike in the latter half of 2017. We expect this trend to continue and 

maintain a negative view on the currency.  

 

In detail 

The advance estimate for the second quarter real GDP growth printed at 2.6 per cent QoQ (saar), in line 
with ours, and market, expectations of a strong bounce (Figure 1). Personal consumption expenditure, 
the most important component of the US economy, rose by a healthy 2.8 per cent (saar), and investment 
added another 2.2 per cent (saar). Good news also came from the external sector with exports rising 
faster than imports. Overall, the details of the release are encouraging and the economy continues 
seamlessly on its 8-year recovery track after a slight bump in the first quarter. 
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Figure 1: The rebound in US real GDP growth was driven by private consumption 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Dolfin research, August 2017 

US industrial production posted strong gains in Q2, expanding by 1.2 per cent q/q. Historically, IP growth 
has been followed by gains in investment activity (see Figure 2), which we see reflected in Q2 machinery 
and equipment investment, rising by 8.2 per cent in Q2. Looking ahead, ISM manufacturing paints a rosy 
picture for the sector. The index rose over the three months of the second quarter and stood in July at 
56.3 – well above the 50-threshold of expansion. Added to this, durable goods orders, a forward-looking 
indicator for industrial production, have expanded by 6.5 per cent m/m in June, indicating solid industrial 
production activity in Q3. Based on this, we expect industrial production to extend its gains into the third 
quarter and support GDP growth, albeit at a slower growth rate than in Q2. 

 

Figure 2: Investment growth continues to follow gains in industrial production 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Dolfin research, August 2017 
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Looking at the service sector, we have observed some weakness in the past few months with retail sales 
contracting by 0.2 per cent m/m in June and on the quarter. The ISM Non-manufacturing PMI July 
reading came in at 53.9 (below expectations) but we see this as a sign of moderation rather than a 
concern. Taken together with the services PMI, which stands at its highest level in seven months, the data 
series point to a slight rebound in the third quarter. 

Meanwhile, the US housing sector has been a source of worry over the previous months and second 
quarter national accounts data confirm a sizeable downturn in activity with residential investment 
contracting at its fastest pace since 2010 (-6.8 per cent q/q), after a strong print in Q1. However, the 
beginning of the summer brought some good news for the sector. Both, building permits and housing 
starts have jumped in June with growth rates above 8 per cent m/m having declined over previous 
months. Overall, both indicators are showing a contraction in the quarter, in line with investment data, 
and we remain vigilant to the health of the sector. 

 

Figure 3: The US housing market has been on a bumpy road over H1 2017  

 
Source: Bloomberg, Dolfin research, August 2017 

Overall, economic activity was supported by a strong labour market in the second quarter. Non-farm 
payrolls added on average 194,000 new jobs between April and June and the unemployment rate fell to 
4.4 per cent in Q2 – below the 5 per cent threshold that is considered “full employment”. We expect the 
labour market to remain healthy with the unemployment rate at broadly unchanged levels in Q3. 

Despite acceleration in economic activity, inflation remained on the weak side in Q2. The Fed’s preferred 
price gauge, the personal consumption expenditure price index, rose by only 1.5 per cent y/y in Q2, 
down from 1.8 per cent y/y in Q1 and further short of the Fed’s two per cent target. Core PCE also 
declined as wage growth remained moderate. If inflation does not pick up significantly in the coming 
months, as we believe, the Fed’s intentions of a third rate hike this year will be at risk. 

At its July meeting, Fed Chair Janet Yellen noted that the Committee expects inflation to remain below 
two per cent in the near term and adjustments to the monetary policy will be made only gradually. The 
main change in Yellen’s statement was the notion that “the Committee expects to begin implementing 
its balance sheet normalisation programme relatively soon” – rather than “this year” as was previously 
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stated. We see this as a strong sign that an announcement for the start of the balance sheet run off will 
be made at the Committee’s next meeting in September. The normalisation will process in a very gradual 
manner with the initial caps on the reinvestment of principal amounting to $6bn for Treasuries and $4bn 
for agency bonds. With this, we do not expect to see any sizeable market reaction.  

Economics aside, the month of July brought us little change in the way of economic policy but 
considerable noise around President Trump. Continuous reshuffling amongst senior staff in the White 
House and a failure to repeal-and-replace Obamacare dominated the news, putting additional pressure 
on the US dollar. 

UNITED KINGDOM 

At a glance 

The UK economy has rebounded slightly in the second quarter with varied performance across sectors. 
While the service sector staged a comeback, industrial production and construction disappointed. An 
easing in inflationary pressures in June combined with a slowdown in the economy over the course of H1 
took the wind out of the Bank of England hawks’ sails, leaving monetary policy on hold. Given the 
economic backdrop, we do not expect the BoE to hike interest rates anytime soon. 

 

Asset class Our view Comment 

Equities Neutral 

Equities have held steady over the course of the previous month as news flow has been minimal. 

Whilst there are some signs of economic weakness and ongoing political uncertainty, this has been 

balanced by signs of optimism (notably retail sales) and we remain neutral in August.  

Fixed 

income 
Negative 

The divergence between the 10y breakeven inflation rate and Gilt yield together with weakening 

macroeconomic data shape our negative view on UK rates. Investment grade spreads should take 

their lead from evolving central bank policy. 

Currencies Neutral 

Cable has rallied considerably on dollar weakness. Whilst we do not expect a reversal of this trend, 

we do not see meaningful upside from the 1.32 level. Against the euro, we expect the pound to 

remain under pressure owing to the growing divergence in economic data. 

 

 

In detail 

The advance reading of UK real GDP growth printed in line with our expectations (and those of the 
market) of 0.3 per cent q/q. The slight rebound from the first quarter pace of 0.2 per cent was driven 
solely by the service sector, within which retail sales were the main contributor. Overall, services 
expanded by 0.5 per cent q/q in Q2, accelerating from almost flat growth in Q1. In contrast, both, 
industrial production and construction constituted a drag on GDP growth, shaving off some 0.2pp from 
the overall aggregate. 

Industrial production performed poorly in Q2, contracting by 0.4 per cent q/q, against our expectations 
of a rebound following flat growth in the first three months of the year. With a strong expansion in order 
volumes, signalled by the Confederation of British Industry, we expect industrial production to fare better 
in the third quarter. This is in line with a jump in the manufacturing PMI to 55.1 in July, as export orders 
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registered a marked increase. However, we note that soft and hard data had decoupled in the first half of 
the year, delivering far less real growth in the sector that one would have expected. We therefore remain 
cautious with regards to confidence in survey data and expect that manufacturing performance will be 
positive but moderate in Q3. 

The service sector has brought us positive news in the second quarter. Retail sales, the problem child of 
Q1, recovered by 1.5 per cent q/q and the three months moving average of the index looks now to follow 
the same uptrend as seen over the previous year. Nevertheless, retail sale volumes remain somewhat 
below the peak reached in Q4 2016. Looking ahead, we expect only moderate gains in retail sales in the 
third quarter as consumers tighten their belts. Household real disposable income declined by 1.4 per 
cent QoQ in the first quarter and the ONS’ employment report recorded falling real core wages in the 
three months to May (-0.6 per cent 3m/y), as nominal wage growth failed to keep up with inflation (see 
Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: Real core wages shrink as wage growth fails to keep up with rising inflation 

 
Source: Bloomberg, ONS, BoE, Dolfin research, August 2017 

Inflationary pressures have eased somewhat lately, providing some relief for consumers in the summer. 
Consumer price inflation surprised to the downside in June, falling to 2.6 per cent y/y from the 2.9 per 
cent recorded in May (see Figure 5). This is good news for consumers, who will see their purchasing 
power decline somewhat less in June, provided wage growth remains at similar levels. 

Looking to the producer side, output price inflation has continued its downward trend after peaking in 
February this year and input price inflation has halved over the past four months. Historically, a weakening 
of price pressures on the wholesale markets has been followed by easing inflation on the retail side. We, 
therefore expect inflation to slow slightly in the coming months. This is supported by our proprietary CPI 
forecasting model, which is exploiting past performance and seasonality effects in the main categories of 
the inflation index, combined with changes in the Brent crude oil price and the USDGBP exchange rate. 
The model predicts a slowdown in inflation over the summer with a local peak in October, followed by a 
deceleration of the index towards the Bank of England’s 2 per cent target in the first quarter of next year 
(see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Consumer price inflation (CPI) follows price developments in producer markets (PPI) 

 
Source: Bloomberg, BoE, Dolfin research, August 2017 

An easing of inflationary pressures combined with a slowdown in the economy over the course of H1 2017 
took the wind out of the BoE hawks’ sails. At the MCP’s July meeting, two out of eight members voted for 
a rate hike, against a vote split of 3:5 previously. As both, Q1 and Q2 real GDP, printed below the BoE’s 
forecast, the bank revised its economic projections down to 1.7 per cent y/y for this year and 1.6 per cent 
next (from 1.9 and 1.7 per cent, respectively). The central bank expressed less confidence in the 
consumption and housing sectors and revised its outlook on wages down. Given the current economic 
backdrop, we do not see a rate hike this year or early next year as likely. 

Economics aside, Brexit continues to keep politicians busy. In July, the government acknowledged for the 
first time that there will be a “Brexit bill” to cover the UK’s liabilities. While there has been minimal 
information to its amounts, we see this as a step towards closer cooperation with the European 
Commission, reducing the likelihood of a disorderly Brexit. In the meantime, voters have withdrawn their 
support for Theresa May, which was reflected in the spectacular fall in her approval ratings. More than 
half of the voters stated in a July poll that they are dissatisfied with May’s leadership, leaving the Prime 
Minister in a weakened position. We expect Theresa May to remain in office in the near future but would 
not be surprised if a vote on her leadership within the Tory party goes ahead later in the year. 

EURO AREA 

At a glance 

The Euro area experienced strong real GDP growth in Q2 with a pronounced rebound in industrial 
activity across countries and a positive performance in the service sector. Meanwhile, inflation remained 
short of the European Central Bank’s target, providing little support for substantial tightening in 
monetary policy. We expect the Governing Council to prolong the quantitative easing program by 
another six months in the autumn, while reducing the amount of purchases to €40bn. 
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Asset class Our view Comment 

Equities Neutral 

Whilst we remain long-term buyers of the European story (with a view that strong fundamentals will 

continue to feed into earnings), markets remain cautious on Eurozone equities, in light of euro 

strength. We are cautious on the asset class until we see a lessening in the currency’s upward 

trajectory. 

Fixed 

income 
Negative 

We retain our negative view on fixed income in August. Although the ECB is likely to remain 

relatively dovish, European fixed income remains expensive.  

Currencies Neutral 
The euro has rallied considerably over the past few months. Although solid fundamentals should 

support the currency, we do not see meaningful upside, from current, elevated levels.  

 

 

In detail 

The Euro area expanded by 0.6 per cent q/q in the second quarter of the year, after a revised 0.5 per cent 
q/q (-0.1pp) in Q1. On a country level, advance estimates for major economies have only been released 
for France and Spain thus far. France continued growing at a stable 0.5 per cent q/q as in the previous 
two quarters, driven largely by trade with positive contributions from private and public consumption, 
and investment. With strong business survey data, France’s GDP growth looks poised to accelerate 
significantly in 2017, compared to last year. Meanwhile, Spain posted a 0.9 per cent q/q expansion, 
accelerating from its growth pace in Q1 and Q4. While details will only be released in August, buoyant 
labour market developments with unemployment dropping to a more-than-eight year low point to a solid 
contribution from domestic demand. 

Looking at the sectors, Euro area industrial production (IP) rebounded strongly in Q2, after a flat reading 
in the first three months of the year (Q1: 0.1 per cent q/q). Even when assuming zero IP growth in June, 
industrial production would expand by 1.4 per cent in the second quarter, adding significantly to GDP 
growth. Notably, the most recent reading (May) was broad based in terms of countries with above 1 per 
cent m/m growth in Germany, France, and Spain. This is consistent with the pick-up in global trade 
momentum, where growth in trade volumes has been positive since August 2016. 

The strong performance of the industrial sector is in line with manufacturing PMI data, which has 
signalled expansion in activity, with a reading of 56.6 in July. Hard and soft indicators have decoupled in 
the first quarter, but we see now convergence with hard data catching up from below. However, despite 
remaining at elevated levels, the preliminary July composite PMI reading shows some weakening in 
business confidence, which could be the first sign of some deceleration in activity going into Q3. 

The service sector has also performed positively. Retail sales expanded over the past months and have 
more than doubled their quarterly growth pace from 0.4 per cent in Q1 to 0.9 per cent in Q2. Moreover, 
the Euro area retail PMI index rose to its highest level in almost two years, signalling further expansion 
ahead (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Retail sales PMI pointing to further expansion in the sector 

  
Source: Bloomberg, Dolfin research, August 2017 

Despite strong activity data, little progress has been made on the inflation front. HICP inflation printed 
below the European Central Bank’s inflation target of below-but-close-to 2 per cent in all of the four 
major Euro area economies, leaving the EA average at 1.3 per cent y/y in July. This is the weakest reading 
in six months, owing to renewed weakness in energy prices. On the bright side, core inflation has edged 
up slightly, averaging 1.1 per cent y/y in Q2 after only 0.8 per cent y/y in Q1 and further increasing to 1.2 
per cent y/y in July. Looking at a longer horizon, however, the core inflation series looks rather flat (see 
Figure 7). We, therefore, do not yet see any substantial and self-sustained acceleration in core prices, 
which will make it difficult for the ECB to justify any short-term tightening in monetary policy. 

Figure 7: Core inflation has been moving sideward despite a significant improvement in unemployment 

 
Source: Bloomberg, ECB, Dolfin research, August 2017 
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At its June Governing Council (GC) meeting, the ECB left all monetary policy parameters unchanged – 
including forward guidance. Unlike expected by some market participants, the GC abstained from 
discussing any tightening measures in June and has postponed the topic until autumn. We now believe 
that the ECB is likely to announce a reduction in QE by another €20bn in September or October to 
commence in January 2018. Yet, we are not convinced that Draghi will provide us with a tapering 
schedule. More likely, the bond buying programme will be extended for another six months at €40bn with 
the option to prolong the purchasing of government bonds for as long as necessary. A decision on 
tapering is likely to follow in H1 2018. 

One big piece of news for the currency union was Greece’s return to the markets in July, as Greece 
issued a five-year government bond yielding at 4.625 – lower than its last issue in 2014. It was viewed as a 
success for the Greek government and the first step for a full return to the markets after the third 
programme will end in summer 2018 and Greece will need to show that it is able to refinance its debt. 
This comes after S&P Global Ratings raised the country’s sovereign credit rating from stable to positive. 
Greece is expected to undergo another one or two issues until next summer. While we see this as a 
positive sign for Greece, we caution that further issuances will also depend on the state of the economy, 
which does not seem to have left emergency zone yet. 

On the political front, July brought also some more news in core Europe with a large-scale competition 
scandal unfolding across the German car industry. Five of Germany’s biggest car makers have been 
accused of entertaining a cartel since 1990, which regulated all stages in the production of automobiles, 
including the size of containers for the AdBlue chemical agent, which filters the most harmful emissions 
from diesel engines – adding to the diesel emissions scandal of 2015.  
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HIGH CONVICTION IDEAS 

EQUITIES 

US investment picks 

Ticker  Name Price 
Price 

change 
YTD (%) 

Market 
capitalisation 

EBITDA 
MARGIN 

Dividend 
yield 

EV / EBITDA 
adjusted 

PE 
next 
year 

ROA 

COMMUNICATIONS 

SATS US 
equity  

ECHOSTAR CORP-A 61.1 18.8  5,829,784,402  28.1 #N/A N/A 7.5 55.2 2.1 

SBGI US 
equity  

SINCLAIR 
BROADCAST GROUP 

-A 
36.8 10.3  3,777,317,968  32.3 2.0 7.7 12.1 4.6 

CONSUMER, CYCLICAL 

MIK US 
equity  

MICHAELS COS 
INC/THE 

20.27 -0.88 3,828,026,837 15.99 #N/A N/A 8.44 9.10 19.19 

BIG US 
equity  

BIG LOTS INC 50.4 0.3 2,227,424,994 6.9 2.0 6.1 11.4 10.3 

CONSUMER, NON-CYCLICAL 

DLX US 
equity  

DELUXE CORP 72.6 1.4  3,511,970,848  26.0 1.7 8.2 13.1 11.4 

PPC US 
equity  

PILGRIM'S PRIDE 
CORP 

24.17 27.28  6,012,348,118  11.27 #N/A N/A 8.31 10.20 12.10 

UTILITIES 

EXC US 
equity  

EXELON CORP 38.6 8.6  35,688,169,818  27.7 3.4 7.2 13.3 1.7 

PCG US 
equity  

P G & E CORP 68.2 12.3  34,984,693,509  27.9 3.1 8.6 17.8 3.1 

BKH US 
equity  

BLACK HILLS CORP 70.09 14.26  3,747,139,314  26.17 2.54 14.13 18.62 1.71 

AEE US 
equity  

AMEREN 
CORPORATION 

56.53 7.76  13,716,145,131  37.92 3.11 9.20 18.77 2.70 

Source: Bloomberg – all data as of 02/08/2017 
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UK investment picks 

Ticker  Name Price 

Price 
change 

YTD 
(%) 

Market 
capitalisation 

EBITDA 
MARGIN 

Dividend 
yield 

EV / 
EBITDA 
adjusted 

PE 
next 
year 

ROA 

COMMUNICATIONS 
         

MONY LN equity  MONEYSUPERMARKET.COM 330.7 12.3 
 

1,782,701,052.55  
37.5 3.0 15.7 17.9 33.0 

TALK LN equity  
TALKTALK TELECOM 

GROUP 
184.4 9.0 

 
1,762,154,915.62  

13.9 5.6 10.7 15.2 3.7 

CONSUMER, CYCLICAL 

HWDN LN equity  
HOWDEN JOINERY GROUP 

PLC 
423.0 10.1 

 
2,654,582,659.69  

21.7 2.6 9.2 13.7 23.7 

KGF LN equity  KINGFISHER PLC 300.6 -14.2 
 

6,595,235,413.54  
9.1 - 6.8 11.5 6.1 

CONSUMER, NON-CYCLICAL 

PAGE LN equity  PAGEGROUP PLC 493.8 26.5 
 

1,612,789,237.39  
9.9 2.4 10.0 17.8 17.0 

BTG LN equity  BTG PLC 650.5 10.3 
 

2,512,469,460.29  
19.4 N/A 19.0 19.1 2.7 

BVIC LN equity  BRITVIC PLC 716.0 26.1 
 

1,885,717,362.10  
15.4 3.5 10.8 13.9 7.7 

BOK LN equity  BOOKER GROUP PLC 195.1 12.9 
 

3,478,322,381.29  
3.8 2.9 16.9 20.1 10.9 

INDUSTRIALS 
         

MGGT LN equity  MEGGITT PLC 486.0 6.0 3770280059.4 21.7 3.2 8.2 13.4 5.86 

TECHNOLOGY 

PTEC LN equity  PLAYTECH PLC 970.0 17.4 3078242649.1 48.5 2.9 8.1 11.7 9.31 

Source: Bloomberg – all data as of 02/08/2017 
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Euro area investment picks 

Ticker Name Price 
Price 
change 
YTD (%) 

Market 
capitalisation 

EBITDA 
MARGIN 

Dividend 
yield 

EV / 
EBITDA 
adjusted 

PE 
next 
year 

ROA 

COMMUNICATIONS          

WKL NA equity  WOLTERS KLUWER 37.5 8.8 
 

11,310,561,326.64  
26.2 2.1 10.5 15.4 6.8 

CONSUMER CYCLICAL 

EVD GR equity  
CTS EVENTIM AG & CO 

KGAA 
39.63 34.11 3,804,480,000.00 23.35 1.26 15.04 29.55 8.88 

EO FP equity  FAURECIA 47.06 27.75 6,495,274,616.06 8.76 1.91 3.85 9.78 6.59 

CONSUMER, NON-CYCLICAL 

REC IM equity  RECORDATI SPA 35.66 32.47 7,457,403,062.96 31.66 1.96 17.31 23.84 15.60 

VIS SM equity  VISCOFAN SA 50.71 8.35 2,365,602,898.32 27.92 2.84 11.19 18.33 14.24 

INDUSTRIALS 

HO FP equity  THALES SA 94.45 2.28 20,031,290,524.08 12.06 1.70 10.18 17.28 3.98 

SAF FP equity  SAFRAN SA 80.07 17.03 33,391,558,870.95 24.14 1.90 9.22 18.04 11.20 

TECHNOLOGY 

STM IM equity  
STMICROELECTRONICS 

NV 
14.65 35.65 13,347,767,653.00 13.05 1.38 10.55 16.97 4.95 

UTILITIES 

REE SM equity  
RED ELECTRICA 

CORPORACION SA 
18.45 2.85 9,974,809,800.00 77.16 4.66 10.16 14.12 6.00 

Source: Bloomberg – all data as of 02/08/2017 
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FIXED INCOME 

Our top picks 

Security name Issuer name Maturity 
Coupon 

(%) 
Price 

YTW 
(%) 

Duration 
(years) 

Rating Seniority Country 

EUR 

CONSUMER, NON-CYCLICAL 

XS1560991637 LOUIS DREYFUS CO BV 07/02/2022 4 104.97 2.91 4.23 NR Sr Unsec. NE 

ENERGY 

XS1379158048 PETROLEOS MEXICANOS 15/03/2023 5.125 112.991 2.69 5.05 
BBB

+ 
Sr Unsec. MX 

XS1196817156 
KINDER MORGAN 
INC/DELAWA 

16/03/2022 1.5 101.734 1.19 4.55 
BBB

- 
Sr Unsec.  US 

XS1501166869 TOTAL S.A. Perp 3.369 102.396 3.12 7.92 A- 
Jr 

Subord. 
FR 

FINANCIALS / REAL ESTATE 

XS1508392625 ATF NETHERLANDS BV Perp 3.75 102.421 3.34 5.03 BB+ 
Jr 

Subordin
ated 

NE 

XS1346228577 AXA SA 06/07/2047 3.375 107.327 2.61 8.7 
BBB

+ 
Subordin

ated 
FR 

FR0011034065 CNP ASSURANCES 30/09/2041 7.375 118.597 2.77 3.66 
BBB

+ 
Subordin

ated 
FR 

XS1241701413 
INMOBILIARIA COLONIAL 
SA 

05/06/2023 2.728 108.299 1.35 5.55 BBB 
Sr 

Unsecur
ed 

SP 

XS1398336351 
MERLIN PROPERTIES 
SOCIMI 

25/04/2023 2.225 104.892 1.38 5.27 BBB 
Sr 

Unsecur
ed 

SP 

HEALTHCARE 
         

XS1268496640 EUROFINS SCIENTIFIC SE 30/01/2023 3.375 108.764 1.71 4.91 NR Sr Unsec. LX 

XS0881803646 EUROFINS SCIENTIFIC SE Perp 7 112.781 1.97 2.39 NR 
Jr 

Subord. 
LX 

UTILITIES 

PTEDPUOM0024 
ENERGIAS DE PORTUGAL 
SA 

16/09/2075 5.375 111.042 2.5 3.41 B+ Subord.  PO 

Source: Bloomberg – all data as of 02/08/2017 
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Security name Issuer name Maturity 
Coupon 

(%) 
Price 

YTW 
(%) 

Duration 
(years) 

Rating Seniority Country 

USD 

CONSUMER, NON-CYCLICAL 

XS1560991637 LOUIS DREYFUS CO BV 07/02/2022 4 104.97 2.91 4.23 NR 
Sr 

Unsec. 
NE 

ENERGY 

XS1379158048 
PETROLEOS 
MEXICANOS 

15/03/2023 5.125 112.991 2.69 5.05 BBB+ 
Sr 

Unsec. 
MX 

XS1196817156 
KINDER MORGAN 
INC/DELAWA 

16/03/2022 1.5 101.734 1.19 4.55 BBB- 
Sr 

Unsec.  
US 

XS1501166869 TOTAL S.A. Perp 3.369 102.396 3.12 7.92 A- 
Jr 

Subord. 
FR 

FINANCIALS / REAL ESTATE 

XS1508392625 ATF NETHERLANDS  BV Perp 3.75 102.421 3.34 5.03 BB+ 
Jr 

Subordi
nated 

NE 

XS1346228577 AXA SA 06/07/2047 3.375 107.327 2.61 8.7 BBB+ 
Subordi
nated 

FR 

FR0011034065 CNP ASSURANCES 30/09/2041 7.375 118.597 2.77 3.66 BBB+ 
Subordi
nated 

FR 

XS1241701413 
INMOBILIARIA 
COLONIAL SA 

05/06/2023 2.728 108.299 1.35 5.55 BBB 
Sr 

Unsecur
ed 

SP 

XS1398336351 
MERLIN PROPERTIES 
SOCIMI 

25/04/2023 2.225 104.892 1.38 5.27 BBB 
Sr 

Unsecur
ed 

SP 

HEALTHCARE 
         

XS1268496640 EUROFINS SCIENTIFIC SE 30/01/2023 3.375 108.764 1.71 4.91 NR 
Sr 

Unsec. 
LX 

XS0881803646 EUROFINS SCIENTIFIC SE Perp 7 112.781 1.97 2.39 NR 
Jr 

Subord. 
LX 

UTILITIES 

PTEDPUOM0024 
ENERGIAS DE 
PORTUGAL SA 

16/09/2075 5.375 111.042 2.5 3.41 B+ Subord.  PO 

          

Source: Bloomberg – all data as of 02/08/2017 
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Security name Issuer name Maturity 
Coupon 

(%) 
Price 

YTW 
(%) 

Duration 
(years) 

Rating Seniority Country 

GBP 

CONSUMER, NON-CYCLICAL 

XS1560991637 LOUIS DREYFUS CO BV 07/02/2022 4 104.97 2.91 4.23 NR Sr Unsec. NE 

ENERGY 

XS1379158048 PETROLEOS MEXICANOS 15/03/2023 5.125 112.991 2.69 5.05 BBB+ Sr Unsec. MX 

XS1196817156 
KINDER MORGAN 
INC/DELAWA 

16/03/2022 1.5 101.734 1.19 4.55 BBB- Sr Unsec.  US 

XS1501166869 TOTAL S.A. Perp 3.369 102.396 3.12 7.92 A- Jr Subord. FR 

FINANCIALS / REAL ESTATE 

XS1508392625 ATF NETHERLANDS  BV Perp 3.75 102.421 3.34 5.03 BB+ 
Jr 

Subordinated 
NE 

XS1346228577 AXA SA 06/07/2047 3.375 107.327 2.61 8.7 BBB+ Subordinated FR 

FR0011034065 CNP ASSURANCES 30/09/2041 7.375 118.597 2.77 3.66 BBB+ Subordinated FR 

XS1241701413 
INMOBILIARIA COLONIAL 
SA 

05/06/2023 2.728 108.299 1.35 5.55 BBB Sr Unsecured SP 

XS1398336351 
MERLIN PROPERTIES 
SOCIMI 

25/04/2023 2.225 104.892 1.38 5.27 BBB Sr Unsecured SP 

HEALTHCARE          

XS1268496640 EUROFINS SCIENTIFIC SE 30/01/2023 3.375 108.764 1.71 4.91 NR Sr Unsec. LX 

XS0881803646 EUROFINS SCIENTIFIC SE Perp 7 112.781 1.97 2.39 NR Jr Subord. LX 

UTILITIES 

PTEDPUOM0024 
ENERGIAS DE PORTUGAL 
SA 

16/09/2075 5.375 111.042 2.5 3.41 B+ Subord.  PO 

Source: Bloomberg – all data as of 02/08/2017 
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GLOSSARY 

Dividend yield: the most recently announced gross dividend, annualised based on the dividend 
frequency, then divided by the current market price. 

Duration: the measure of sensitivity of the price of a bond to a change in interest rates, expressed in 
number of years. 

EBITDA margin: measure in percentage, calculating the relation of earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation and amortisation to revenue. Calculated as: EBITDA / revenue * 100 

EV / EBITDA adjusted: Enterprise value to adjusted earnings before interest and taxes value. Adjusted 
EBITA excludes the effect of abnormal items. Calculated as: enterprise value / adjusted trailing 12-month 
operating income 

Harmonised index of consumer prices (HICP): An indicator of inflation, harmonised across EU member 
states. 

Institute of Supply Management (ISM): a professional supply management organisation providing PMI 
data in the US. 

PE next year: price earnings ratio calculated on next year earnings per share estimates. Calculated as: 
Last price / expected next year earnings 

Purchasing Managers Index (PMI): an indicator of the economic health of the manufacturing or services 
sectors. In the US, the PMI data is provided by the Institute of Supply Management, whilst in the UK and 
Europe, the PMI is provided by Markit. 

Return on Assets (ROA): an indicator of how profitable a company is relative to its total assets, in 
percentage.  

Saar: The seasonally adjusted annual rate is a rate adjustment that attempts to remove seasonal 
variations in the data. 
Standard & Poor’s (S&P): the rating agency, which determines an issuer’s ability to meet payment 
obligations. A bond with a rating of BBB- or above is deemed investment grade. A bond with a rating of 
BB+ or below is deemed high yield. 

Seniority: the order of repayment in the event of a sale or bankruptcy of the issuer. Senior debt must be 
repaid before subordinated debt is repaid. 

Monetary Policy Committee (MPC): Central committee of the Bank of England (BOE), which takes 
monetary policy decisions. 

Yield to worst (YTW): an estimate of the lowest yield that you can expect to earn from a bond when 
holding to maturity, absent a default. 
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About Dolfin 

Dolfin is an independent investment firm - unhindered by outdated technology or legacy thinking - offering highly diversified yet 
tightly integrated solutions that span custody, trading, asset management and structuring. We serve financial intermediaries, 
institutional investors and private clients, providing them investment expertise with digital agility. 

For more, email info@dolfin.com, visit dolfin.com, or follow us on Twitter @dolfinhq. 
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Disclaimer 

This is a financial promotion issued by Dolfin Financial (UK) Ltd (Dolfin). This document is for information 
purposes only and does not take into account specific circumstances of any recipient. The information 
contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice. It is not intended to be and 
should not be construed as a recommendation, offer or solicitation to acquire, or dispose of, any of the 
financial instruments and/or securities mentioned in this document and will not form the basis or a part of 
any contract or commitment whatsoever. Investors should seek independent professional advice and 
draw their own conclusions regarding suitability of any transaction including the economic benefits, risks, 
legal, regulatory, credit, accounting and tax implications. 

The information in this document is based on public data obtained from sources believed by Dolfin to be 
reliable and in good faith, but no representations, guarantees or warranties are made by Dolfin with 
regard to accuracy, completeness or suitability of the data. Dolfin has not performed any independent 
review or due diligence of publicly available information regarding an unaffiliated reference asset or 
index. Dolfin does not have an obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise 
notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, changes or subsequently becomes 
inaccurate. 

This communication may contain trading ideas where Dolfin may trade in such financial instruments with 
customers or other counterparties. Any prices provided herein (other than those that are identified as 
being historical) are indicative only, and do not represent firm quotes as to either size or price. The past 
performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. You may get back less than the 
amount you invested. No assurance can be given that any financial instrument or companies described 
herein would yield favourable investment results. 
Dolfin and or its affiliates may act as a principal or agent in the instrument(s) and or its derivative 
mentioned herein. Dolfin may perform or seek to perform investment banking, wealth management and 
or asset management service for issuers mentioned herein. Neither Dolfin nor any of its respective 
directors, officers or employees accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for any expense, loss or 
damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of all or any part of this document. Dolfin 
may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this document, however the inclusion of a 
link does not imply that Dolfin endorses, recommends or approves any material on the linked page or 
accessible from it. Dolfin does not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for any 
consequences of its use. 

This document may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person or published, in 
whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of Dolfin. The manner of distributing 
this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. 
Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves about and to 
observe such restrictions. 

By accepting this document, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 

Dolfin is the trading name of Dolfin Financial (UK) Ltd, a company authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority (552894) and registered in England and Wales, registered number 07431519. 

Copyright © 2017 Dolfin Financial (UK) Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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